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	Text9: Sm Zobaed is an assistant professor of Computer Science (CS) department at Lincoln University (LU). He is a dedicated computer scientist with a competitive academic and professional background. Driven by a passion for advanced research, he completed his Ph.D. in CS department from University of Louisiana at Lafayette, which is recognized as a top-tier research institution. Prior to joining LU, he worked as a Data Scientist at Cognomotiv inc. Throughout his career, Dr. Zobaed has been a driving force behind cross-collaborative projects addressing critical challenges in the fields of automotive, healthcare, and law enforcement. His project management prowess has resulted in the successful delivery of projects centered around Data Science, Federated Learning, and Edge Computing. This dedication has led to several publications, including noteworthy conferences such as CCGRID, HICSS, and UCC. As a Data Scientist, he honed his expertise in Machine/Deep Learning, NLP, and edge computing. His proficiency in the data science CI/CD pipeline enabled the successful completion of 5 ML projects within stringent agile timelines. Dr. Zobaed's dynamic collaboration skills and technical literacy enabled him to identify process pain points, resulting in the seamless development and deployment of enterprise and mobile applications. An accomplished educator, Dr. Zobaed serves as an Adjunct Instructor & Teaching Assistant at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette. His impressive communication skills are evident as he imparts knowledge and evaluates students in core Computer Science courses, consistently achieving a 100% success rate. His technical prowess spans a wide spectrum, including Python, C/C++, R, Docker, Kubernetes, PyTorch, TensorFlow, and more. Dr. Zobaed's expertise in Machine Learning techniques, deep learning architectures, data visualization tools, and project management underscore his ability to drive impactful outcomes. Dr. Sm Zobaed's journey exemplifies a commitment to excellence, collaboration, and innovation. With a rich blend of technical expertise, project management acumen, and a passion for teaching, he continues to shape the landscape of CS and beyond.
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